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Final debate pits Clinton
against Trump
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OLIVIA MILNE '18

NEWS EDITOR
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he final presidential debate
of this election had moderator Chris Wallace from
Fox News asking both candidates tough questions on topics
ranging from foreign policy and
the Supreme Court nomination,
to allegations of Trump's sexual
assaults and accusations of
corruption against the Clinton
Foundation. The Oct. 19 debate
was reportedly won by Clinton,
according to a CNN poll and
as reported by several other
outlets.
On the topic of the looming
Supreme Court nomination,
Clinton asserted that she would
appoint a pro-choice judge that
would be a strong advocate for
women and the LGBT+ com-
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Students gathered to commemorate vicitims and survivors of domestic violence.

Credit: wheatoncollege.edu

Emotive domestic violence vigil
provides resources and reveals
victims' realities
JORDANA JOY '17

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

andles were lit, poems
were shared, stories were
told, and moments of silence hung in the air with great
solemnity at last Thursday's annual candlelight vigil honoring
domestic violence survivors and
victims in the Dimple. In recognition of Domestic Violence Awareness Month, the vigil aimed to
raise awareness of the realities
of abuse and tragic outcomes of
domestic violence and intimate
partner abuse.
The event was hosted by New
Hope, Inc., the Feminist Association of Wheaton (FAW) and
Wheaton College Sexual Misconduct and Assault Resource Team
(SMART) and featured guest performances from iSpeak and The
Blend, among others.
The vigil was originally initiated three years ago by then FAW

C

members Emily Bergmann '16
and Dani Dickinson '17. This is the
first year that FAW has collaborated with an off-campus organization.
Heather Sullivan, a SAFEplan
Advocate for New Hope, provided opening statements to a
well-attended audience. "No
one is deserving of violence,"
she said. Sullivan further specified that New Hope takes race,
gender, ability, class, sexual orientation, and ability into account
when providing resources and
services to affected women.
Several other speakers affiliated with New Hope provided
information on the prevalence of
domestic violence in the United
States. According to New Hope,
nearly half of all women in the
United States experience emotional or psychological abuse,
one in every three child experience domestic violence in the
household, and over 100,000

U.S. women last year lost their
lives as a result of domestic violence.
FAW Co-Presidents Dickinson
and Gabrielle Maginn '17, as well
as Vice President Aliya Holland
'17 followed with an expression
of their appreciation for the
community's involvement in advocating for domestic violence
prevention. Performances came
from several iSpeak poets, as
well as a guest poet unaffiliated
with Wheaton.
Lovern Gordon, the president and founder of Love Life
Now, an outreach organization
for domestic violence survivors,
was the keynote speaker for the
night. She poignantly recalled
her experiences with domestic
violence in a two-year abusive
relationship.
Born ,;, Trinidad, Gordon grew
up in
Cont. on page 4

munity. "I will defend Planned
Parenthood, I will defend Roe
v. Wade, and I will defend a
woman's right to choose," said
Clinton.
Trump, on the other hand,
argued that we need to appoint
a judge that will stand up for
the Constitution, and enforce
the way the Constitution was
written. "It's about the Constitution, the way it was meant to
be," he said. Trump also stated
that he would appoint a judge
strongly in favor of preserving
the Second Amendment and the
right of Americans to bear arms.
Immigration, a hot issue in this
election, was an additional topic
brought up by moderator Chris
Wallace. Trump reaffirmed his
plans for
Cont. on page 4

Eid Mubarak! Wheaton
gathers to celebrate Muslim
festival
KUNZANG TSHERING '17

MANAGING EDITOR

// I

~ is a celebration of what

1t means to be a Muslim
and have an undying love
for God," said Muneeba Syed
'17, Co-President of Middle East
Club during the Annual Eid Dinner. Approximately 40 students
and staff gathered in Balfour
Atrium on Oct. 12 to celebrate
Eid al-Adha or the 'Festival of the
Sacrifice.'
The festival honors the love
and devotion of Abraham, who
was willing to sacrifice his son
Isaac upon God's command.
The angel Gabriel replaced Isaac
with ·a ram and this is re-created
by sacrificing a goat. The meat is
divided between family, friends
and the needy.

Syed thanked Dean Kate Kenny, Associate Dean Raquel Ramos and SSSR for supporting the
event. The dinner was a collaboration between Better Together,
Middle East Club and the newly-formed Muslim Student Association.
The educational portion of
the evening included a quiz
that made statements about lslam and asked tables to guess
whether they were true or false.
The event also included a reading from a chapter of the 0uran
by Fariq bin Sazuki '19, followed
by students from different countries who shared

Cont. on page 5

lnsid~ this iss~e: October Fe_st brings festivities to Wheaton (page 5), a profile on Rachael Pauze '07 (page 6), criticallyacclaimed artist Judy Pfaff gives talk (page 7) and Men's Rugby team to host DVAM game (page 8).
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Overheard at Wheaton

Editoral: Last Issue's Errors

"There's a lot going on right now but it's not smok. ,,
mg.

n last week's issue, there
were a few technical and
informative errors that we
would like to clarify.
The article "Newly formed
political groups at Wheaton"
stated that Joshua Kelly '17 is
the chair of the Political Leaders

I

"If my grade is unhappy, I will literally kill him."

"This burger tastes like scoliosos."

Summit on campus. This summit
and position does not exist at
Wheaton, although politically-engaged campus organizations are taking part in collaborative efforts.
A section of the article "Student body discusses impact of

country's racial crisis on college
campuses" was cut off on page
4, which was also listed with an
incorrect jump-cut on page 1.
The full version can be found on
our website at www.wheatonwire.com.

Wheaton College Public Safety Log
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol Related, Oct. 15, 2016 - Saturday at 02:43
Location: CLARK HALL

"Sorry I was drinking rum in the shower."
"My body is a pimple and I wanna pop it."

MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 15, 2016 - Saturday at 17:53
Location: PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICE. Summary: Student walked in to Public Safety with possible
allergic reaction. Called for Norton rescue. U101, U100 & Norton Fire Department responding.
Student being transported to hospital with friend on board.

From the editor

ALCOHOL/DRUGS Unregistered Party, Oct. 15, 2016 - Saturday at 22:04
location: GEBBIE HALL. Summary: Breaking up unregistered party.

I

riod from busier, warmer weathers. However, this is also coming
from someone who grew up in
Maine and has been forced to
withstand five or six months of
brutal cold a year.
However, the comfort of
the cooling climate has been,
unsurprisingly, disrupted by the
disputes of this year's presidential election. There are tensions
on campus that I have never
noticed before. People are at
lower breaking points with the
administration, work is slower
and more tedious and midterms
haven't seemed to end yet, even
after two weeks of exams and
papers.
We can often confuse consciousness with stagnancy;
the more that we are aware of,
the slower time seems to pass.
However, time is still passing,
and so will the work and anxious
state of our political climate.
Its grayness will eventually be
comforting, somehow.
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Student on a tour: "This place reminds me of Har,,
vard .

have always preferred rainy
weather. This weekend was
pleasantly gray and comfortably chilly, hopefully ending the
last flux of dramatic changes in
weather for the many months of
the fall and winter seasons.
Stray leaves getting tracked
into our rooms from our shoes,
speckling floors and various
jackets with every shade of
yellow, brown and red. Warm
blankets are making their way
from out of closets and under
beds, no longer kicked off in
the middle of a restless night.
Soft music played while studying is no longer meek, but now
harmonizes with the pattering
of rain and the muffled yet
exemplified footsteps sloshing
outside our closed windows.
Whether we like it or not, we
will soon be reading to embrace
the inevitable cold, snowy
weather that New England is so
well known for.
The colder months of the year
are my favorite because they
often function as a recovery pe-
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ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol related, Oct. 15, 2016 - Saturday at 22:15
Location: STANTON HALL. Summary: Male student very intoxicated. Student is conscious and
alert. RA is with the student. U100, U101 & Norton Fire Department responding. Student being
transported to Sturdy Hospital alone. Officer Pacheco updating AC OnCall.
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Unregistered Party, Oct. 15. 2016 - Saturday at 22:42
Location: EVERETT HALL
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Oct. 15, 2016 - Saturday at 23:10
Location: CLARK HALL
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol related, Oct. 16, 2016 - Sunday at 00:18
location: BEARD HALL
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Medical Incident Alcohol related, Oct. 16, 2016 - Sunday at 00:21
location: BOOKSTORE
ASSAULT Simple Assault, Oct. 16, 2016 - Sunday at 00:44
location: WHITE HOUSE.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 16, 2016 - Sunday at 18:29
Location: CLARK HALL. Summary: RP reports male student suffered a head injury approx. 20
minutes ago at Club Soccer. Student is conscious and alert at this time. U100, U101 & Norton Fire
Department responding. Student being transported to Sturdy Hospital alone for evaluation.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 17, 2016 - Monday at 14:50
location: GEBBIE HALL. Summary: RP requests officer to respond to the rear of Gebbie Hall near
the handicap entrance for the report of a student not feeling well.
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 18, 2016 • Monday at 14:50
location: CLARK HALL. Summary: An officer was dispatched for a report of a student with a leg
injury. Norton Fire Department was called for a Rescue to respond to the location.
DISTURBING Disorderly Conduct, Oct. 19, 2016 • Wednesday at 00:04
Location: CLARK HALL
ADMINISTRATIVE In Police Custody, Oct. 19, 2016 · Wednesday at 01:02
Location: 48 EAST MAIN STREET
TRAFFIC Motor Vehicle Accident, Oct. 19, 2016 • Wednesday at 05:42
Location: NORTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL/DRUGS Any Drug Violation, Oct. 20, 2016 - Thursday at 11:22
Location: PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICE
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 20, 2016 - Thursday at 17:15
Location: CLARK HALL
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Oct. 21, 2016 - Friday at 04:42
Location: YOUNG HALL
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What Bernie's socialist utopi~ really
looks like
TRE AYER '20
FOR THEW/RE

P

residential candidate Bernie Sande rs ran his campaign on the promise of
a socialist utopia where public
college is free, businesses are
regulate d, and a $15 an hour minimum wage is the law of the land.
He cites the success of Nordic
welfare states like Sweden and
Denmark and the success of welfare states like Vermont. On paper, this sounds amazing, a true
paradise on earth but reality is
much harsher.
The truth is that Vermont is a
socialist state. Taxes are high;
welfare recipients made $128
more per hour than those working on the minimum wage, according to the Cato Institute.
There are few large businesses,
and small businesses are lucky
to last a decade before the State
buries them in over-regulation
and taxes.
This is why Vermont, while voting for Hillary Clinton in the Presidential election, will likely vote a
Republican governor into office.
Phil Scott, the current Lieutenant
Governor, is running on a platform of reducing state spending,
eliminating constricting regulations and taxes on small businesses, and making Vermont affordable for its working-class.
His opponent, Democrat Sue
Minter, believes that gun control
(in a state where only 5 people
were murdered with guns in

2015, according to the Vermont
Crime Information Center) and
global warming (in the state
that produces less than 0.05%
of the nation's carbon e missions)
are the largest issues facing the
state.
As the Mad River-based Valley
Reporter put it: "The Vermont
Democratic leade rship has continuously prioritized ideology
over administration... confusing
grandstanding for governing."
In other words, Vermont Democrats are trying to solve national
issues instead of issues pressing
the state they wish to represent.
The reason why the state Democratic Party doesn't work to
solve the issues facing Vermonters is because, for the most part,
they are retired trust-fund babies from ube r-liberal states like
Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Rhode Island.
Minter herself is an heiress
from Pennsylvania, and the taxes
she is proposing, while crushing
to the average Vermonter, are
mere drops in her bucket. Compare this to Scott, who has lived
in Vermont his entire life while
owning a business since he was
eighteen. It's very rare to find an
elected Democrat in Vermont
who was raised in the state and
almost impossible to find an outof-state elected Republican.
The truth is that Sweden, the
world's fourth largest economy
in the early 1970's, fell to the
bottom of the industrial world
after twenty years of a socialist

government. It grew back to the
third largest after the people expelled the dark regime of socialism and reformed into a neoliberal economy. What Be rnie failed
to mention is that Sweden's
economy is more capitalistic and
more successful than our own.
The truth is that Bernie lied to
his supporters.
According to CNN, in a recent
address to students at the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard, Danish Prime Minister
Lars Lokke condemned Sanders'
comments that the Danes were
socialists. "I would like to make
one thing clear," Lokke scolded,
"Denmark is far from a socialist
planned economy. Denmark is a
market economy."
Swedish economist Johan
Norberg, who wrote the book
on Swedish globalism, and who
is now a senior fellow at the
Washington D.C.-based Libertarian think-tank Cato Institute, is
a leading authority on Sweden's
economic policy.
In an essay published in Reason Magazine, Norberg applauded Sanders for saying that the
United States needs to replicate
Sweden's economy: "Being more
like modern Sweden actually
means deregulation, free trade, a
national school voucher system,
partially privatized pensions, no
property tax, no iwnheritance
tax, and much lower corporate
taxes," Norberg wrote. "Sorry to
burst your bubble, Bernie."

Sue Minter, Democratic nominee for Governor of Vermont.

Credit: vnews.com

Phil Scott, current Lieutenant Governor of Vermont and Republican nominee for Governor of Vermont.

Credit: media2.fdncms.com

My personal political stalemate
EMILY BLAY '19

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR
s November looms closer
and closer, it becomes increasingly overwhelming
for me to think about the election, the results, and my role in
the larger picture.
I am perhaps not as passionate
and outspoken as so many of my
peers here at Wheaton appear to
be. I do not openly share or discuss my political views with the
vibrant fervor that is characteristic of the young liberals of this
age. In an intellectual institution,
I often feel I am falling short or
failing in some way to be engaged. But the truth is, I simply
do not know how to make sense
of the election unfolding around
me.
The election, in my eyes, has

A

become one large media circus
where the aim is not optimal performance. Instead, it is maximum
noise. The power of the media is
no secret, especially for those of
us growing up in the 21st century. There is a constantly perpetuated partnership between media
giants and media consumers in
which consumers give power to
the media by continuing to pay
attention - regardless of the
content being put forth. This relationship has made it so that, in
a way, people want the election
to be sensationalized.
People want to hear scandals, lies and secrets as a form
of entertainment- as opposed
to actual information regarding
the policies of each presidential
candidate. Part of me wonders
how many people would be able
to outline the actual policy pro-

posals of the candidate they support.
The greatest example of this
that I have e ncountered is when
I went to view the first presidential debate in Hindle a few weeks
ago. Whenever Trump spoke, the
room would erupt into cries of
condemnation and disapproval.
Whenever one candidate took
a stab at the other, a collective,
"Oooohhh," would shake the
room. The experience, as influenced by those around me, was
more like watching a duel than
watching a debate that is inte;1ded to inform the public on the
policies of each candidate. I left
after an hour.
At this point, I am not even
shocked to hear the latest offensive comment that Trump has
made or the most recent update
on Clinton's emails. On a larger

scale, I do not even care. The
character of each candidate certainly does and should play a part
in making the decision of who to
vote for - but what about policy?
What about the actual actions
both candidates are intending
on taking once in office? The true
nature of political debates has
clearly been lost in a general disinterest in politics that has arisen
in the past few years.
Out of this disillusionment it
feels easier·!o say, "I'll just write
my dog's name in." I do not like
Trump's character, but I do not
completely agree with Clinton's
policies. I am at a loss as to what
to do.
Of course I will vote, begrudgingly and almost only as
a response to adults who are
constantly emphasizing the importance of doing so. "People

fought for you to have this right,"
people keep saying. "It is your
duty, your obligation, to exercise
it." Well, okay, fine. I will vote,
but it is only after I have narrowed my choice to the least detrimental candidate. Being forced
to feel this way is making me lose
faith in America's political system
either way.
Our government is broken
and, for me, voting is just a form
of continuing to sustain a system
that needs to be completely rebuilt from scratch. My thoughts
here are becoming dramatized,
but they do serve to demonstrate how paralyzed I feel by
this whole election. I am interested, or more accurately, horrified,
to see where November will take
us.

·-
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Emotive domestic violence vigil
provides resources and reveals victims'
realities

lanned Parenthood turned
100 years strong on Oct. 16.
To celebrate this momentous
occasion, the Feminist Association
of Wheaton (FAW) hosted a birthday party in honor of the organization's centennial.
Gabrielle Maginn '17, the
Co-President of FAW, described
the event as your "average birthday party for a person, but instead, for an organization that
promotes reproductive and sexual
health." FAW offered attendees
of the birthday party condoms, informational pamphlets and other
resources on sexual and reproductive health.
There was, of course, also a
birthday cake.
Maginn emphasized the importance of being able to celebrate an
organization such as Planned Parenthood, which, in her mind, has
been criticized harshly and often
unjustly. FAW and Maginn wanted an event that said "we're glad
[Planned Parenthood) is here, and
we hope it's here for another 100
years."
Maginn also mentioned that it is
good to "have fun and eat as opposed to having the hard conversations."
The co-president went on to reiterate the importance of discussing difficult topics and the need
for a safe space to do so. FAW is
happy to provide said space for

P

Student shields lit candle during moment of silence.
Credit: New Hope, Inc. Facebook

was followed by the welding
of a weapon, a hospital visit (in
which her abuser drag-raced
her taxi), his sudden appearances at her doorstep, cut
telephone lines and life-endangering threats.
Gordon was finally able to
file a restraining order, yet
experienced stalking from her
alleged abuser for an extended

period of time before all contact eventually ceased.
"So #thisisdv. I am what it
looks like," she said, referencing a popular hashtag to raise
domestic violence awareness.
Candles were lit soon after
Gordon's speech, followed by a
performance by The Blend. The
song ended, and the candles
were blown out.

Final debate pits Clinton against
Trump
Cont. from page 1

a wall on the southern border with
Mexico. He also brought up the
heroin epidemic in the U.S., arguing that by securing our border, we
will be able to keep drug lords, or
"bad hombres" as he referred to
them, out of our country.
Clinton very strongly opposed
Trump's proposals of increased
border security and deportation of
illegal immigrants. Clinton argued
that deporting illegal immigrants,
especially those whose children
are citizens by birth, is an idea that
would rip the country apart. "We
will have secure borders, but we
will also have reform," said Clinton
of her immigration policies.
Perhaps some of the most talked
about portion of the debate was
when Chris Wallace questioned
both candidates on their fitness to
be President. Wallace questioned
Clinton on her involvement with
the Clinton Foundation.
As recently released Wikil~ak
documents claim, the Clinton
Foundation allegedly gave donors
special access to Hillary Clinton
while she was Secretary of State.
Clinton stated that questions of

Wheaton celebrates
Planned Parenthood's
100th birthday
ANNA CRAIG '17
WIRE STAFF

Cont. from page 1

a violent household. Her father
severely beat her mother in
front of her and their four
other children. "Many children
that grow up in an abusive
household end up becoming
either the abuser or the
abused. I was the abused," she
said.
At 15, Gordon moved to the
United States for educational
purposes. Upon high school
graduation, she enrolled in a
night program at Suffolk University. During her freshman
year, Gordon met her ex-boyfriend and alleged abuser. She
spoke on the cyclical nature
of the abuse she experienced,
receiving dozens of messages,
apologies and flowers after
getting beaten and belittled
only the night before.
Gordon's circumstances
became more severe when
her alleged abuser found an
old photograph of her and her
then ex-boyfriend. The incident

I

the Wheaton community.
The birthday of Planned Parenthood, which was also titled "100
Years Strong," was celebrated
throughout the country with local
and national chapters of Planned
Parenthood and Planned Parenthood action funds. During an election year in which the Republican
presidential nominee (and many
GOP politicians) continually support defunding Planned Parenthood, Maginn said it was more important than ever to celebrate the
work the organization does.
FAW is currently in its second year as a campus partner of
Planned Parenthood. In this role,
FAW is able to better inform the
Wheaton community, sponsor
events, campaign and educate
itself with the guidance and assistance of Planned Parenthood.
Maginn says the partnership has
been incredibly productive, and
FAW leadership hopes to continue to build on past success and
strengthen the relationship even
further.
This semester, FAW plans to
work with Planned Parenthood on
programs for both National Adoption Month (Nov.) and World AIDS
Day (Dec. 1). FAW has been interested in working with adoptees
and hopes to do so during National Adoption Month. This will be
done in conjunction with Planned
Parenthood in an attempt to better understand how adoption fits
into reproductive rights and the
debate surrounding these rights.

Trump and Clinton face off in final presidential debate.
Credit: westernnews.com

conflict aside, she is still proud of
the work that the Clinton Foundation has done to help those in
need.
Discussion then moved towards
the allegations several women
have made of Trump sexually assaiJlting them in the wake of his
comments made to Billy Bush in
2005 that some have characterized as sexual assault talk. Trump
described the claims as "all fiction" and a possible plot by The
New York Times. Trump said of the
Times, "They poison the minds of
the voters."
Trump continued to question
the legitimacy of this election as
he has done in the past and suggested that he would not accept
the outcome of the election. "I will
look at it at the time," said Trump

of the election result.
Many have started to fear and
speculate about this statement.
Clinton is currently ahead of Trump
by around five points, according
to FiveThirtyEight. Many sources
have speculated that if Trump loses, he may go against hundreds of
years of American precedent that
dates back to the Civil War.
Certainly moderator Chris Wallace voiced concern, saying that
Trump's comments were a violation of a historic principle that losing candidates must concede in order to uphold the legitimacy of the
democratic process. Regardless,
as Nov. 8 nears closer, this final debate and the last minute remarks
of the candidates will continue to
have an impact on the minds of the
American people.

Leana Laraque '17 helps herself to a piece of birthday cake at
the FAW party. Credit: Aliya Holland '17
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Eid Mubarak! Wheaton
I
gathers to celebrate
l Muslim festival
J

I

Cont. from page 1
how they celebrated Eid at
home.
Co-President of Middle East
Club Musa Ali'18 from Kenya,
Vice-President Omar Almujahed
'18 from Yemen and Treasurer
Kalgaal Issa '19 from Somalia
shared their stories. Though
traditions varied from family
to family, it included common
themes of early morning prayer,
gift-giving and bringing relatives
together.
The participants and those in
attendance helped themselves
to Middle Eastern fare that
included grape leaves stuffed
with rice, hummus and pita; shawarma and rice; meat pies and
baklava. The food for this event
was catered by Village Pizza in
Norton and Lawadessa in West

Bridgewater.
Mikush said of the evening, "I
learned a lot about the holiday
and about Eid traditions in
different cultures." Jonathan
Lee '17 said that the event was
harmonious and made him feel
like he was at home. "(I am from)
Malaysia which is 70% Muslim
and everyone gets along. There
is no conflict," said Lee.
"Although, Eid al-Adha happened over a month ago, the
Eid dinner was overall a success.
As a Muslim on campus, I feel
pretty welcomed by the general
community. However, it sometimes feels like it can be hard
to deal with what's happening
around the world, especially the
lslamophobia that is rampant in
the United States (but) Wheaton
is pretty accepting and supportive," Issa said.

5

October Fest welcomes Congressman
Kennedy and Roary the Lyon
OLIVIA MILNE '18

NEWS EDITOR

espite the warm weather
of recent weeks, fall has
officially begun. As a result, students welcomed alumni,
politicians and a newly named
mascot to the campus for
October Fest and Homecoming
Weekend, beginning on Oct. 14.
Events kicked off on Friday
with the annual October Fest
celebration in the Dimple that
featured many student clubs,
apple cider donuts and a hay
bale photoshoot. There was also
a Tailgate Zone with beer and
food trucks, as well as several
community events.
Congressman Joe Kennedy
Ill attended a volunteer expo in
the Clark Athletic Center that
allowed students to learn about
service opportunities in the
Norton area. In addition, Public
Safety hosted a Touch a Truck
event for local Norton children,
where kids received an up close
and personal experience with
fire trucks and other service
vehicles.
The King/Queen of Pink
event also reached its climax
on Friday. For the past few
weeks, students have been
raising money for breast cancer

D

research. All proceeds donated
in the name of certain figures
on campus went towards those
figures being "pied" in the face.
SGA President Katie Elliott '17
was the unlucky winner of this
fundraising contest and was
the one to have the pie shoved
in her face in this fun Wheaton
tradition.
The new name of the Lyon
mascot was also announced on
Friday. The mascot will now be
called .. . Roary the Lyon.
Saturday featured several
alumni reunions and events.
Emerson Feminist Perspectives

House held a reunion with
several founding members and
recent graduates, and a LGBT+
community gathering was held
for current students and alumni.
Wheaton's a capella groups
performed in the Cole Memorial
Chapel for alumni during the
Wheaton Voices Concert.
Over the course of the
weekend, alumni reconnected
with students, trustees learned
about what students are doing
at the school and communities
came together to celebrate the
beginning of fall.

Ken Liu illuminates the art of translation
AUDREY DUBOIS '17

WEB EDITOR

e creative writing department invited Ken Liu, an
award-winning novelist and
translator, to speak to students
about translation theory this
past Thursday. He is best known
for his translation of the science
fiction novel "The Three-Body
Problem," the first translated
work to win a Hugo Award.
The first slide of Liu's powerpoint read "Betrayal with Integrity," which provoked a laugh from
the audience. However, Liu says
this apparent oxymoron proves
to be the crux of translating any
work of literature.
"Translation is a performance
art," said Liu. In his mind, the
job of a performer is to intf>rpret
the original work with a unique
perspective or approach. In other
words, no two musicians pla)

T:

Ashley lwunze '19, Edili Rosario '19, Aeshah Farrouq '19 and Shruti
Sudarshan '19. Credit: Juli Mikush '17

Visit our website
wheatonwire.com and like us on
Facebook at "The Wheaton
Wire."

Mozart the same way, nor do any
two productions of Shakespeare
resemble one another.
Translators, Liu said, by necessity must make the decision
whether to stay accurate to the
original text, or venturing into
more accessible language that
may not be quite as faithful.
Liu also spoke at length about
the need to translate culture as
well. He said the western world
understands what a passing
reference to "Adonis" signifies.
However, he said it's unlikely that
a Chinese reader would get the
same effect.
In fact, according to Liu, it's
not just a matter of translating
words; any foreign cultural
references, politics, ideologies
and literary styles might need to
be transformed into something
more familiar to the target language.
Some of Liu's translations and

Ken Liu Credit: NBC News

original works are now available
for purchase at the Old Town Hall
bookstore.
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Coffee with... Rachael Pauze '07
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KATE WI LKINSON '17

FEATURES EDITOR

he n Rachael Pauze
'07 was a st ud ent at
Wheaton, her job as
t he Dire ctor of Title IX Complinnce didn 't e xist.
"The sa me issue was prevalent and happening, but we
d idn't know how to label it.
So I think that along with my
role of being a resource and
' someone you can report to and
someone you can get support
from, there's also been all of
the training around things and
since I've been here the thinking around these incidents
has changed so we can say 'oh
what happened was not okay'
whereas I think when I was
here, there wasn't an awareness that is as heightened as it
is now."
Since her time at Wheaton,
Title IX expanded to include
sexual assault and harassment as forms of preventing
students from having equal
access to education based on
gender. Now with someone
handling issues related to Title
IX full-time, the college is able
to have an individual whose job
is to ensure that Wheaton is
acting lawfully with regards to
gender discrimination.
"I wear two hats for my job.
My role is to ensure that the
college is legally compliant
with Title IX and all that that
entails. So that's ... mostly
covering sexual assault and
gender discrimination policies. And then my second hat
is doing the intakes of all the
reports and working day to day
with students," Pauze said.
Overseeing aspects ranging

W

fro m athletics to how adm issions gives out financia l a idPa uze tries to e nsure Wheato n
is following the ru les in te rms
of Title IX. " I try t o strive to
reach that best practice that
se rve s the Whe aton community so there is no real conflict.
Ensuring legal compliance is
doing the best I can do for the
community. What I need to do
to administer Title IX is in the
best interest of the students."
When Pauze was a student at
Wheaton, she found herself devoted to her schoolwork with
the intention of going to law
school. She involved herself
in clubs, including intramural
sports and Outdoors Club.
When she graduated she found
herself doing exactly what she
intended and wound up at Suffolk University for law school.
Through various jobs she
worked on creating policies.
As she navigated through the
mainly male dominated field,
she found herself becoming
more passionate about gender
equality than before.
"I was always looking for
opportunities to come back
to Wheaton, it's a place I truly
care about. I'm passionate
about gender equity issues.
I've become more passionate
about it after I left Wheaton
because I think you get sort
of the reality of the inequities
when you're in the real world
and in a career that's dominated by men."
Using the skills she has
acquired through her work
experience, she hopes to leave
her mark once again at Wheaton. In particular, she intends
to create a FAQ page about
Title IX with regards to Wheaton. She said, "I have a back-
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ground in regulation and policy
so when I came to Wheaton I
have to revamp all our policies
around Title IX."
Working a job that handles
sensitive topics surrounding
sexual assault, Pauze makes
time for self-care by spending
time with her one-year-old son
and doing crossfit with her
husband.
"It's the first time that I'm
working and being a mom and
it's really tricky and challenging. But I choose to work and
it makes me a better mom to
be here during the day and to
be contributing to something
so important," Pauze said. "I'm
constantly on the go and that
helps me."
With her sights held high,
she hopes to reach out to students and make her services
more accessible to them.
"I hope that students and
the community will see me as
a good resource. My door is
always open and I'm happy
to work through things with
students in a safe way," Pauze
said. "I'm here to support the
students.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

emale ejaculation, better known as squirting,
has been written off
as a sexual fantasy for eons.
Only the luckiest of the lucky
have first-hand experiences
to tell, and even then, they
are met with apprehension
and disbelief.
Are
these
experiences
flukes? Is it just pee? Where
does it come from? Is it normal or rare? Are all vaginas
capable of squirting? Look
no further for the most up-todate research and knowledge
on the nature of female ejaculation!
Squirting is defined as the
expulsion of fluid from the
paraurethral ducts, which are
located around the urethra.
These ducts are either devel-

F

oped or undeveloped, which
is why some people can squirt
while others can't. However,
in many cases you can still
teach yourself to squirt!
Before a person squirts,
they may feel the sudden and
intense urge to pee. It is advised to continue stimulation,
and to not stop with fear of
peeing the bed. The amount
of fluid is usually minimal,
but can be enough to soak
through a bed, so putting
down a towel before masturbation is key. Ejaculation can
occur before or during orgasm.
Intense stimulation of the
G-spot as well as the clitoris
(often with sex toys such as
vibrators) is cited to greatly
increase chances of female
ejaculation. In addition, releasing tension in the pelvic
region as well as "bearing
down" increases a person's

chance of squirting.
Female ejaculation
has
been featured in many porn
films and magazines, and has
been established as the pinnacle of men's sexual fantasies and sexual "proficiency"
over the past twenty years.
Instances of squirting in porn,
however, are often staged;
when you see a porn star
squirt, it is often water.
Functioning as physical
proof of pleasure, the recent
popularity of squirting has
been theoretically sourced
in its similarity to male ejaculation; the more women's
pleasure looks like men's, the
easier it is for our patriarchal
values to be validated.
Although not cited as
a
common phenomenon,
squirting is a completely normal part of female sexuality,
and can provide a whole new
dimension to your sex life!

Dear Audrey and He nry,
What's Cowduck?
-Clueless in Clark
Dear Clueless in Clark
Cowduck is the voice that you
hear, late at night when suspended between wakeful reveries and
dreamless slumber. Cowduck is
the echoed voice of a memory you
thought was lost but comes back
in all the vivid colors of experiencing it for the first time. Cowduck is
the glimmer of light inside of you
that still ignites when all else has
long since turned to ash. Cowduck
is the handles on the ice cream machine in Chase, come so welcome
and gone so soon. All is one. Cowduck is all.
-Audrey
Dear Clueless in Clark
They talk about Cowduck on
the tours, I'm a freshman who was
never graced with the presence of
all his glory, but I still know who
my god is. When it comes time to
make tribute to the Cowduck, your
name will be brought up as a possibility, cheers.
-Henry
Dear Audrey and Henry,
My roommate's best friend has
stopped talking to him. I feel bad
for him, but I don't always want to
be the one he spills his guts to out
of convenience. Some days I just
want to go to my room and watch
Netflix, but he's always there, waiting for me to listen to his problems. What do I do?
-Another Chapter in the Soap
Opera

Dear AC/TSO,
With a little preparation, you
can help both your roommate
and yourself. Build an elaborate
mannequin of yourself and dress
it in your clothes. Inside the mannequin, place an audio playback
device like a cassette tape or the
spy pen you got in third grade that
can record up to 12 seconds of audio. Equip your mannequin with
some generic stock phrases, like
•I'm here for you," "That's rough,
buddy," or •Aw man, my dude,"
and plant it in your bed. Watch
from afar as your roommate slowly
begins to open up to your mannequin. Observe him finally receiving
the validation he so desperately
needs. See their relationship blossom into something new. You have
to live with the knowledge that this
artificial human made of a kid's toy
and duct tape was more supportive of him than you ever were. You
shouldn't have been such a dummy.
-Audrey
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AUDREY DUBOIS '17 AND
HENRY GOLD '20

Sex in the Dimple: Is squirting a hoax?
JORDANA JOY '17

Don't Panic: Become a farmer
instead ofa disappointment

,I

Audrey Dubois '17 and Henry
Gold '20 Credit: Courtney Roque
'17

Dear AC/TSO,
I'd like to thank you, for being
the first person to address me as
well as Audrey in asking for advice,
thanks. So, anyway, you said you'd
like to just come back to your
room and watch netflix, watch netflix with your roommate, or if you
just want to get out of your own
head, give your roommate a good
seat of headphones, and suggest a
show for them to watch.
-Henry
Dear Audrey and Henry
I told my mother that I was enrolling in Wheaton College, and
now she is convinced that I am an
Agriculture major. I told her that
there are no grain fields on campus, but she's convinced that our
mission statement is to grow a ton
a wheat every year. What do I tell
her?
-Farmer Oh-no"
Dear Farmer Oh-no
There are two factors at stake
here: your obligation to the truth,
and the threat of disappointing
your mother. If you're like me,
choosing between the two, you
will always find your fear of failure
to reach your mom's expectations
is always a greater than honesty.
You can learn a lot about wheat
online, and impress your family with wheat facts when you go
home for Thanksgiving. When your
mother calls you, play a video of a
motor so it sounds like a tractor
running in the backgorund. If you
need help photoshopping yourself
into an image of tilling vast fields
of grain, know that I am always
here for you. Best of luck with your
fall harvest/
-Audrey
Dear Farmer Oh-no
You might as well steer into the
skid on this. You should move into
the Wheafarm house. Get a farmer's tan and buy some flannel and
overalls. There's nothing wrong
with providing for your town's harvest, god forbid the apocalypse
happens, you could use your farming skills to bargain your way into
a fallout shelter. Maybe you and
your crop will outlive us all under
the mountains, keeping the human
race alive.
-Henry
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Artist Judy Pfaff reviews her thirty-year legacy during talk at Wheaton
JORDANA JOY '17

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

orld-renowned artist
Judy pfaff gave a talk
regarding the thirty
year progression of her work
in a crowded Ellison Lecture in
Watson on Oct. 17. Pfaff is best
known for her installation art
that deconstructs and combines
the traditional functions of several mediums, such as sculpture,
painting, photo and drawing in
relation to space. Her exhibition
"Judy Pfaff: Drawings Thick and
Thin" can be viewed in the Beard
and Weil Galleries in Watson until Nov. 11.
Talk attendance was required
by several studio art and art history courses.
Wheaton's gallery director
Michele L'Heureux gave a brief
opening statement to introduce
Pfaff. Over the past three decades, Pfaff has explored and
expanded her mastery of mediums and modes of work, and has
received "critical acclaim in the
highest accolades of her work,"
according to L'Heureux.
Pfaff has received the MacArthur Genius Grant and the Academy Member Fellowship for the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, among many other
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awards. Her academic career at
Bard College for over 20 years
has also received notable recognition, making her Chair of the
Art Department at the college as
of recent.
"To say that Judy Pfaff is prolific is an understatement. She
has the unbridled energy and
creative drive of five artists put
together," said L'Heureux.
Since Pfaff's graduation from
Yale with a Master of Fine Arts
in 1973, she has had at least one
solo show or major installation
every year. Pfaff usually participates in group exhibitions as
well, and can book up to four or
five solo exhibitions annually, totaling up to eight to ten general
exhibitions a year.
"Over thirty years, her interest
has not waned, which is impressive in a fickle and sometimes
hostile art world," said L'Heureux.
During her talk, Pfaff demonstrated the development of her
work from 1973 to the present.
Her first studio had once been
Richard Serra's in Tribeca, N.Y.,
a minimalist artist known for his
sculptures made from sheet metal. At the time, Pfaff had made
sculptures out of tin foil in order
to reclaim the studio for herself.
"I needed to get rid of him ... l

sort of exorcised the space," she
said.
pfaff values expressionism
of life in her art by utilizing color, distinction, dimension and
space in her installations. She described her work as in contention
with other popular postmodern
art. "[Minimalist and conceptual
art] has still won the war," she
said.
Having originally studied painting throughout her academic career, she sought out mentorship.
"Because I studied painting, I
didn't know how to make much
of anything," she said.
Pfaff's exhibitions have been
displayed on an international level. Her installation piece Either
War (1982) was made and featured in Italy, and was inspired
by the Futurist art movement.
The piece's defining characteristics are its bright, broad-stroked
colors and integration of sculpture and natural lighting through
a small window.
Pfaff works with countless materials in unique ways, such as
blowing plastic and integrating
tree roots in a three-dimensional structure. According to Pfaff,
each project takes about three
months.
Pfaff's exhibitions are featured
in a variety of different galleries

eaton rts.org
and collections, such as college
and university galleries and private collections. Since many of
the locations that she is featured
in are private, her projects incondensable and identification
labels are usually not used in the
installation, it is often difficult for
her to sell her work. This, in turn,
has challenged the conventions
of the modern art industry's economic market.
According to Pfaff, the minimalist art movement is predominantly male-driven and creates
a space that lacks representation for women artists. "I think
I was just angry at male faculty,
that they wouldn't take you as

seriously," she said. "But I knew
what their language was, and
I didn't like it ... l knew I was talented and worked hard ... l think
there's such good women artists
out there, I think that [lack of representation) will change."
Pfaff also challenges the
changes in graduate school art
programs. According to her, students are "doing too much thinking" and aren't making enough
art across the board. "The artists
used to do the teaching, but now
the teachers do the teaching,"
she said.

UNITY: A simple idea goes a long way for Wheaton's community
EMILY BLAY '19

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

ince returning from fall
break, the UNITY project
has taken the Wheaton
campus by storm.
The mind behind UNITY,
Nancy Belmont, CEO and Chief
Inspiration Officer at Vessence
Corporation, conceived the
idea in June as a response to
negative rhetoric within American politics. In order to move
away from the division that

S

politics often creates within
communities, UNITY pushes
individuals to recognize and
reflect on the role that labels
play in both dividing and bringing together. In other words,
UNITY brings awareness to the
fact that differences need not
be sources of negative contention, but rather, bring strength
in the form of diversity.
Walking in front of the
library, it is impossible not to
notice the massive structure
taking over the green. The

structure is composed of 32
posts arranged in a circle with
one post in the middle, each
representing a label such as, "I
believe in a higher power," or
"I identify as LGBTQ." Individuals take yarn, first tying it to
the center post, and then proceed to wrap the yarn around
any of the posts with which
they identify. The result is a
web of interconnectedness.
The idea came about when
Vice President of Student
Affairs and Dean of Students,
Kate Kenny, encountered the
UNITY video on Facebook,
texted Assistant Professor
of Art/ Art History Professor
Kelly Goff, both of whom work
closely together through the
May Fellows program, to see
if the project was logistically
possible to carry out. After
determining that the fot..ndation of the project itself was
quite simple to construct,
Professor Goff, students, and
the grounds department,
set to work. In addition, Sue
Hanno provided hundreds of
strands of yarn. As Professor
Goff said, "What I really like is
that it's such a simple idea, but
it is kind of moving along on its

own and changing over time
quite quickly."
The response to the project
has been undeniably positive.
"People enjoy the multicolor
nature of the yarn ... they enjoy
these kind of subtler or softer moments," said Professor
Goff. "People have enjoyed
the way it is surprising visually. From a distance, it's like
a UFO trapped in a cage or
something ... but when you are
actually under it, the experience of it becomes about
something that I guess is sort

of an unexpected thing or an
addition to what is important
about it symbolically, the sort
of personal experiences that
people have."
UNITY has been executed
in over 20 countries, showing
the power of such an idea in
bringing people together. The
project certainly represents
the community that exists here
at Wheaton and it is inspiring
to see people from all corners
of campus stopping by to engage with it.
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The Purple Bowl: Rugby takes on domestic violence
RILEY HEIST '18

WIRE STAFF
he Wheaton Men's Rugby
team will face Salve Regina for their last home
game of the season on Oct.
28 on Nordin Field. In honor of
Domestic Violence Awareness
Month, the rugby team will be
donning purple socks, and purple signs and banners will surround the field. The Women's
Rugby Team will be holding a
similar event the following day
at 3:30 p.m.
"The Purple Bowl" will have
information for those who want
to get more involved or receive help. Because it is a campus-wide event, both teams
are hoping to attract a large
crowd. "The crowds we drew
to our first two games were so
great to play in front of and I
think people are excited to see
us play one more time," men's
team President Gavi Cohn '17
said. "With so many clubs participating, I think we can get
another big crowd and give everyone a fun game to watch."
The men's rugby team will
face a big challenge in The Pur-
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pie Bowl, as Salve Regina remains undefeated this season.
The stakes are even higher than
usual, however, as the coach of
Salve Regina is a former coach
of Wheaton College. Many
Lyon seniors even remember
him as their former coach, and
they look forward to competing
against his new team.
The Purple Bowl was organized over the summer when
Cohn approached Courtney
Ruggles, Wheaton's Sexual
Misconduct and Assault Resource Team (SMART) Coordinator, wanting to create a
partnership with SMART and
his rugby team. Following the
meeting, the team has been
Partnering with New Hope and SMART, the Men's Rugby team will wear purple socks at their games to
consciously committed to get- acknowledge Domestic Violence Awareness Month. Credit: facebook.com/wheatonmensrugby.com
ting involved and raising awareness for important groups both ance have all stepped up to be for those in need of support said.
on Wheaton College's campus.
It's obvious that the team
on and off-campus. They have part of this event.
Cohn said he was pleased in SMART Coordinator Courtney is ready to make a change.
additionally sent one of their
captains as a liaison to all of the the way the school has come to Ruggles was very enthusias- "We've worn our purple socks
together to support such an im- tic about the time and effort all month and have participated
SMART meetings.
In addition, the team has portant cause. "I think we were that both the men's and wom- in a masculinity workshop with
collaborated with a variety of able to get so many clubs on en's teams have put into these Dean Brandon White. I think
other clubs on campus. The board because Domestic Vio- games. "We are looking for- we all recognize the violent
Women's Rugby team, Men's lence is such an Important issue ward to these awesome events stereotypes attached to rugby
Club Ice Hockey, Renaissance in this day and age," Cohn said. that will hopefully capitalize players and the importance of
SMART members will also on some great crowds to raise being vocal against violence in
House, BAC, Cheerleading,
be
present at the Purple Bowl awareness about domestic vio- our society," Cohn said.
SHAG, QTPOC, and The Allito share contact information lence and its impact," Ruggles

Red Sox postseason exit
HALEY GAMEL '20

WIRE STAFF
fter three nerve-wracking games in a disappointing ALDS series,
the Boston Red Sox have been
knocked out of the playoffs.
The Indians dominated the series, as the outscored the Red
Sox 15-7 en route to their first
ALCS berth since 2007. For the
Red Sox, the loss was especially
devastating, as they had to say
goodbye to their retiring legend, David Ortiz.
From his tape measure home
runs, to his signature smile, it
is hard to believe that an icon
like "Big Papi" David Ortiz will
no longe r be playing the sport
of base ball. Ortiz's personality has seemed larger than life
during his 14-year career, as
he brought three World Se ries
titles to Boston. Even in his final season, he performed at .:in
elite level, as he smacked 38
home runs.
Despite the early elimination, it's worth noting the performance of two other Red Sox
players. Dustin Pedroia had a
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great bounce back this season,
as he improved his hitting statistics in nearly every category.
In fact, it could be argued that
Pedroia had his best season
since 2008 - when he won the
Most Valuable Player award.
Another player who had a remarkable season was Mookie Betts. In only his third year,
the young centerfielder hit at
a .318 clip to go along with 30
home runs and 26 steals. Betts
is one of the clear favorites to
win this year's Most Valuable
Player award, even though he
just turned 24.
Now that the Red Sox are out
of the playoffs, their offseason
has begun. As expected, the
team will take some time off,
but they will be back to work
in February. Pedroia is set to
undergo knee surgery, but this
will not affect his playing time
next year.
For now, Boston fans will
have to kick back and watch the
Indians play in their first World
Series since 1997. They will face
the Cubs in what promises to
be another epic Fall Classic.

Retiring legend David "Big Papi" Oritz smacked 38 homeruns in his final season.

Credit: boston.com
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Dustin Pedroia had a great bounce back season and Mookie Betts is a clear favoirte to win MVP award.

Credit: cdn.fansided.com
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